Sailing At MIT Provides Diversion And Competition

MIT Represented In Olympics Olsen '41 And Marvin '49 To Sail

C. Eric Olsen '41, a plastic engineer, was a member of the first great sailing team at MIT which consisted of Olsen, Herman Hanson, Ruykes Cole, and Zebulan Powser. This quartet dominated the new sport of sailing and won the first collegiate dinghy championships in 1937, setting the pattern for the years to follow. Olsen has continued to make a name for himself in yachting through the years both here, and in Bermuda and Europe. As captain of the 505 class in England last year, with Alain de Bert '65, J. Nicholas Newman '56, and William Stiles '73 as teammates, he lost only the last race to the British team. He has in late years sailed successfully in the 16-foot international dinghy class which is the nearest host to the sharpie class found in this country.

John Marvin '49 has spent three of the years since his graduation in officer's training and in Korea with the Navy. He presently sails five-year dinghies at Marblehead and is vice president of the Balloon Clam Chowder Company.

The Nautical Association of MIT invites you to become a member. For the sailing enthusiast it offers intercollegiate competition and a Naval Sea Scout organization. For those interested in learning to sail and in socializing, a wide variety of activities are provided. A student may become a member at any time from September to May.

Yachts of the MIT Nautical Association are the impressive record of the Association. But as a mere figure of sailing cannot give the reader a hint of these side developments, an additional subsidiary results of sailing by the N. A. over its twenty-five years, the model and inspiration for collegiate sailing clubs.

The Sailing Association provides for the beginner as well as skilled sailor. It offers just the opportunity for anyone interested in learning to sail and an escape from the cares and worries that beset a Technian than a pleasant sail on the Charles River Basin. The Institute's required freshman sports program has made it exceptionally easy for beginners to quickly become proficient in the art of sailing. These classes of about 40 are just the opportunity for anyone interested in learning to sail and are very popular.
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I'm a real cigarette... have a Camel!

M. Schult

![Camel Ad](https://example.com/camel-ad)

I want a real cigarette — one I can enjoy. That's why I'm a Camel smoker, and have been ever since college.

You'd find Camel's taste richer, fuller, more satisfying. The exclusive Camel Mending of quality tobaccos brings you a smooth smoking. You're sure to enjoy Camel's, the most popular cigarette today. They've really got it!